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INTRODUCTION
Or
FEAR AND LOATHING AT THE CARD TABLE
(An exercise in Gonzo Card Manipulation)
Okay. It all started when I was sitting in the Polo lounge of the Beverly Hills
hotel, reading Dai Vernon’s Greater Further Inner Darker Upper Downer Secrets
of Recreational Card Magic1. In the book I discovered a method for forming a
complete circle of cards around your middle finger. Firstly, I thought: Middle
finger? Rude. I am a classy individual.
Secondly, I didn’t like the method. It involved both hands, and was to be
formed “quickly, under the table, and then brought into view”. Haha. You’re
kidding, right? No spectator wants to see a magician do anything under the table.
It’s suspicious, and also kind of nasty.
Still, I liked the circle fan look, and searched around for better methods.
Eventually, I found two that were equally awesome. The first was the 360 Degree
Fan, which can be seen performed by Liu Migna, and someone named Mansum on
the internet (magicvideodepot.com last time I checked). It was published in Five
Times Five, Greater Magic of Japan by Richard Kaufman, under the artist Naoki
Ogi, and can be found there. Concordantly, it is not mine to teach, but it is a great
move. It is also taught, partially, on Jumbo Card Manipulations (DVD) by Cyril
Harvey. Cyril does it with both giant cards and regular cards, and it is pretty cool.
However, he does not make a complete circle when he performs it. This same
technique can also be seen as a ubiquitous youtube.com clip, if you can find it.
Again, this technique does not make a complete circle.
While the 360 Degree Fan was great, the second method I found was
preferable (for me, anyways) and is the one I always use. It is the Sanada fan,
originated by, well, Toyozane Sanada.
There used to be a video of it (followed by roll-outs) somewhere on the web,
but it has since disappeared. Another clip can be found (again, on youtube.com), but
I have no idea how long it will be there. Regardless, the Sanada fan is formed the
opposite way of the 360, and is more stable. Also, it can be done with a full deck,
which is what I wanted, and which is near impossible to do with the 360 Degree Fan.
The Sanada fan has not been published anywhere, though the concept was shown to
me by a kid in Vegas a while ago, and I have since worked with it and figured out all
the details that nobody else is really qualified to tell you. The fan is also
demonstrated on Charlie Frye’s Eccentricks 1 and Eccenticks 2 (great, great, great
stuff), but not really explained. So, I figured, since there is no written source for this
move, I’d make one. Hell, if I broke all of my fingers learning this move, somebody
should benefit.
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The actual title may be more or less convoluted.

To begin this incredibly DIY manuscript, we’ll start by learning the finger
exercise that is absolutely crucial to learning this move. It is probably the number
one reason people fail when trying to master the Sanada Fan. The technique is
simple to do and will allow you to get that full circle.
After that, we’ll discuss the method I use for forming a standard one-handed
fan. As we all well know, there are many methods out there for forming the one
handed fan (sometimes called a “smear” fan), but in order to learn the Sanada, we’ll
have to start on the same page with the same basic fan. I’ll show you the technique I
use, and then we’ll move on from there.
Finally, after briefly discussing deck preparation, we’ll get to the Sanada fan
itself. The proper positioning, grip, spreading and walking techniques will all be
thoroughly discussed, and I will disclose the number one tip that makes the Sanada
fan work. After the formation of the fan, we’ll close up by talking about displays,
tilting the fan vertically, and how to close it (or try to).
All in all, the Sanada fan is a ridiculously difficult move. However, it is
possible, just not without a learning curve. Hopefully, these notes will cut your
learning time down considerably.
Remember: Practice. After all, if something’s worth doing, it’s worth doing
right.

- Ricky Kinosa
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THE EXERCISE
Okay, here is an incredibly valuable finger exercise that, thanks to Greg
Irwin, may be entirely unnecessary for you, due to the fact that all of you card
freaks out there are probably already hyper-flexible as hell. However, in case you
haven’t stretched and/or broken all the ligaments in your fingers, here is the
exercise that you will need to do in order to be able to do the circle fan.
THE BASICS:
You will be doing this exercise to stretch out the tendons on the ring finger of your
dominant hand (the hand you will be doing the fan with). Because I am a biased
individual, I will be describing it as practiced with the right hand, much in the
fashion of every other magic manuscript in existence.
So, to start, you will need to extend the ring finger of your right hand (Figure 1).

Figure 1.
Thusly. (Notice the strange bend in my finger, due to years of practicing card
manipulation before my hands were entirely developed).
Next, you will need to place your finger on the edge of a table (Figure 2).

Figure 2.

Notice the stapler.
Now, the actual exercise comes into play when you flex your ring finger by pushing
down on it with your hand (Figure 3).

Figure 3.
You should feel a definite stretch in the finger, but it should not be hurting you. If
it’s hurting you, stop, and lessen the angle at which you’re pushing down.
THE EXERCISE PROPER:
An exercise routine should consist of three stretches (pressing down and holding for
ten seconds, then releasing, waiting five seconds, then pressing again, etc. for three
times) followed by what I’ve affectionately titled: Sanada pushups.
These are pretty much what they sound like: rapid stretches, i.e. up, down, up,
down, up, down, etc. Do ten of these.
That’s it.
Of course, this exercise need not be done on a table, or even as a set regiment. Hell,
you can do it whenever, though people may give you strange looks.
The basic idea, however, is key to doing the circle fan: You MUST stretch out that
finger, so that it will be able to, on its own, extend back from the palm far enough to
allow a block of cards to slide over it. Flexibility is a must when performing this fan.

THE ONE HANDED FAN
Unlike the circle fan described in Ultimate Card Secrets, the circle fan is
formed with only one hand. Subsequently, the circle fan begins with a regular one
handed fan. However, this is where we run into some difficulty, due to the
semantics.
There are several methods existent for forming one handed fans. The fan I
am referring to is the one generally used by stage manipulators for the production
of split fans. I am NOT referring to the move for forming a circulAR one handed
fan, as promoted by (among multiple people) Jerry Cestkowski.
The method I use has been described in Hugard’s publications, as well as on
the first of Jeff McBride’s videotapes. However, for the sake of completeness, I’ll
describe the method here, seeing as it is the only way to really begin the circle fan
and expect success.
We’ll start with half the deck. Clip the deck on the short side between the
first and fourth fingers of your right hand (Figure 1).

Figure 1.
This is similar to the position required if you were going to scale cards or shoot them
off by flicking with your thumb.
(For reference, the papers taped to the wall in the background belong to a friend of
mine. I shot the photos in his place as he was in the middle of producing an
independent movie. It’s a scene list. Just so you don’t get concerned).
Next, what happens is the thumb pushes on the back of the packet and presses it flat
against your fingers (Figure 2).

Figure 2.
Now, you begin the smear, by pushing UP with your thumb, and pulling DOWN
with your fingers (Figure 3).

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

From the other side.
The completed fan looks like this:

Completed fan.
Simple.
The key part of this fan in relation to the circle fan is the beginning grip (Figure 1)
where it’s clipped between the first and fourth fingers. This is how the circle fan
begins, and it is this very position that dictates whether or not the circle fan will be a
successful one.

DECK PREPARATION
A few quick notes on deck condition/preparation for the circle fan.
•

•

•

•

Unlike most fans, the circle fan is best formed with a deck that has not had
fanning powder applied to it. However, the powder will keep the fan
together, but the formation would not be as easy. Being a person who doesn’t
heavily powder his decks (opting instead for a light coating of fanning
powder), I’ve found a happy medium between regular deck finish and lots of
fanning powder. Keep in mind, of course, that almost any level of powder can
(in theory) be used, but the less the better.
The paramount quality in regards to deck condition when making a circle
fan is that the cards must be able to SLIDE over each other. If the deck sticks
to itself too much, or clumps together, then it will be no good for a circle fan.
Some may find this contradictory to the previous statement, but keep in
mind that a deck that has been powdered still has cards that slide
independently over each other, despite the fact that they do have more ‘grip’
and ‘stick’.
The more stiffness the deck has, the better. A ‘soft’ deck is good for the 360
degree fan (which requires a lot more walking than the Sanada method), but
in this case, the stiffer the better, seeing as the cards need to ‘lock’ into each
other and hold their shape a little bit better.
Finally, this fan looks great when performed with a longer deck of cards,
such as the dragon fanning deck or any of the extra long UGM cards. This is
because the length of the cards increase the diameter of the circle, making it
more visible and aesthetically pleasing.

FORMING THE CIRCLE FAN
To begin, start with half the deck in your right hand, clipped between your
first and fourth fingers (Figure 1).

Figure 1.
NOTICE: This is key. The cards are clipped very close to the TIPS OF THE
FINGERS! If the cards are held close back towards the thumb, then the fan WILL
NOT WORK.
The cards need room to fall and spread. This is similar to the reason that a Charlier
cut must start up near the fingers if the bottom packet is to be cleared underneath
it.
So, AND THIS IS KEY, the cards must be clipped AS CLOSE TO THE
FINGERTIPS AS POSSIBLE.
Refer to the picture: the cards are right where they should be.
So, with that, begin to form a one handed fan (Figure 2).

Figure 2.

HOWEVER, when you start to spread the cards for the fan, START BY
SPREADING THIN. This leaves a large block of cards at the base of the fan
(Figure 3).

Figure 3. NOTE THE LARGE
AMOUNT OF CARDS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE FAN.
Once you’ve gotten to this point, stop forming the fan, and turn your hand palm
upwards (Figure 4).

Figure 4.
Now, release pressure on that large block of cards by letting go with your second,
third, and fourth fingers. This will let that remaining (large) block of cards begin to
slide (Figure 5).

Figure 5.
Now, make sure you tilt your hand downwards so the cards slide the correct way. It
is very easy for the cards to slide straight off your hand; this is not good. Instead,
you want to use your first finger as a pivot point (it’s the only finger still curled) so
the cards slide AROUND that point, curving in a circular fashion.
To get the cards to wrap fully around, you will now need to extend the remaining
three fingers (this is where that exercise comes in handy). So, stretch the three finger
and let the block of cards continue to slide over them (Figure 6).

Figure 6.
Now, you will find that there comes a point where gravity stops helping the cards
slide, but you still haven’t made the circle yet. So, at this point, you must ‘walk’ the
cards around into position.
This is easier to do than it is to describe (like so many other things). Basically, you
sort of wiggle or undulate your second, third, and fourth fingers and coerce the
remaining cards to wrap under and ‘lock’ under the original top card.
Once you get the cards to wrap under the original top card (by sliding, walking, etc.)
you will have a stable circle fan (Figure 7).

Figure 7.
It’s not pretty yet, but it’s now ready for a display.

TIPS: The walking can be difficult, but if you increase the speed with which you
form the fan, then the large block of cards gains momentum, and slides around
faster. This will get gravity to assist you more, and, if performed rapidly enough,
you won’t have to do any finger work; the inertia will just slide the cards right into
place.
Also, make sure the original bottom card locks in UNDER the original top card,
forming a circle. This may seem obvious, but otherwise, you’d have an unstable
mess that could not be displayed.

DISPLAYING THE CIRCLE FAN
Okay. Believe it or not, once you’ve form the fan and ‘locked’ it, it is possible
to raise the hand vertically to display it to the audience (Figure 1).

Figure 1.
However, as can be seen in the figure, gravity takes its toll on the fan and pulls
downwards on it.
To combat this, you must:
1. Make sure the fan is locked (i.e. a Complete Circle).
2. Once you’ve formed it, slightly tighten your grip on it by curling in your
fingers slightly, before you tilt the hand vertically. This exerts a pressure
outwards, causing the fan to cohere together more.
I’ve seen this done not only with regular cards, but with jumbo cards as well. Also,
with practice, you could, in theory, hold the fan upside down. I’ve not attained this,
but I suppose it could work, provided you use a small enough number of cards.
Speaking of which, the fan can be done with a whole deck, unlike the 360 fan.
However, it cannot be tilted vertically with a full deck. It is best to only do the
display with somewhere between 15-26 cards.
Also, for a successful vertical tilt, the cards must be distributed EVENLY. If there is
a higher concentration of cards at one point versus any other, than there will be
problems, and the fan could collapse or, worse, burst.

CLOSING THE CIRCLE FAN
Ha ha.
Here’s the deal: There is no real way to close the circle fan with one hand. If there
is, I haven’t come across it.
It’s easy enough to close the fan with two hands; you just break it at some point and
square the cards.
However, seeing as this move comes from Japanese stage manipulation, the fan was
basically meant to be dropped. (i.e. you produce a circle fan, and then you toss it
away).
However, this does not mean that there is no way to close the fan with one hand. All
it means is I have no idea how to do it.
I’ve tried literally reversing the actions of the formation of the fan, but this is
terribly ugly to look at, and is not one hundred percent effective. Plus, at the end,
you’re left with a mess of cards.
This is why, if you do the fan in both hands, you basically have to drop them.

RECAP OF TIPS
Quickly, here are the key things to remember if you want the circle fan to
work:
1. EXERCISE. Stretch out the tendons in your fingers so they can reach and
allow the cards to slide around your first finger. Work especially on the third
finger, though the middle finger is important to. Naturally, the fourth finger
can stretch far enough on its own, so that should be of no real concern.
2. DECK CONDITION. The slipperier the cards, the better.
3. START WITH THE DECK HIGH IN THE HAND. This is the number one
thing to get this fan to work. If you start with the deck clipped too low in the
hand, then you won’t have enough clearance to get the cards to slide. Try it,
and see what I’m talking about.
4. SPEED IS IMPORTANT. Not only for the formation of the fan, but because
it looks prettier also. The faster you form the fan, the more gravity assists
you, the more evenly the cards spread, and the easier it is to lock in.
Sound simple, and it is, but it is not EASY. This will take at least a month or two of
steady practice to get down.
However, the harder something is to do, the less likely it is that anybody else will be
doing it.
Enjoy.

IN CONCLUSION
There are little to few resources on this fan, especially if you live in the
States. Now, this little manuscript has become one, and believe me, it is in no way
the final word on this fan. I’m sure there will be innovations made, and that this
collection of words will be a simple aid to those who have been trying to learn how
to make a full circle of cards with one hand.
As mentioned before, there are other methods, but they either can’t be
formed with a whole deck, or don’t make a full circle. This method, which I’ve been
told is Sanada’s brain child, can do both of those things.
As I said, it is a definite knuckle buster. However, if you’re a freak like me,
then you’ll be happy to have something to occupy your time. If not, then at least you
now understand the real work on this move.
Practice a lot, and you’ll definitely see returns.
-
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